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September 14, 2009 
 
 
Chairman Mike McKeever and Members 
Regional Targets Advisory Committee (RTAC) 
California Air Resources Board 
1001 I Street 
P.O. Box 2815 
Sacramento, CA  95812 
 
Re: Comments on Discussion Draft Performance Indicators 
 
Dear Mr. McKeever and RTAC Members: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Regional Target Advisory 
Committee’s (RTAC) Working Draft Report (version Sept. 9, 2009).  We appreciate your 
substantial and thoughtful efforts to provide the California Air Resources Board (CARB)  
with recommendations on the factors and methods to be considered in the regional 
greenhouse gas (GHG) target setting process.   

The BART Strategic Plan envisions BART as a “high-quality transit services that supports a 
sustainable region” and contributes to “reduce vehicles miles traveled (VMT) per capita in 
the Bay Area.”  In that spirit, listed below are comments from BART staff. 

 1) Transit State of Good Repair.  Thank for including all of the discussion about transit 
funding shortfall.  Where possible, consider that keeping transit in a "state of good repair" 
(replacement of buses and trains, and upkeep of infrastructure) as eligible for any future (or 
existing) revenue sources.   Service reliability is very important for transit riders, and 
keeping infrastructure properly maintained is fundamental to meeting this challenge.  Here 
are some FTA links in case you want more info: 
http://www.fta.dot.gov/index_8986.html 
http://www.fta.dot.gov/documents/Rail_Mod_Final_Report_4-27-09.pdf 
 
2) pp. 17-19, Model Recommendations - Transit Capacity.  The third paragraph on p. 18 
mentions highway capacity as one variable considered in most regional models.  However, a 
small shift in mode share from autos to transit would increase transit demand and challenge 
(and potentially overwhelm) the already constrained supply of transit.  Currently, most 
regional models do not take transit capacity constraints into consideration, and the 
Sustainable Community Strategies (SCS) should not assume that patrons need to ride on 
overcrowded buses and trains.  As part of the San Francisco Transbay Terminal study, a 
post-processing model was developed with MTC so that the transit capacity limitations were 
evaluated.  For the large regions, the model improvement program (p. 19) should consider 
transit capacity constraints on trunk routes as there is a direct relationship to the amount of 
transit service, and transit capital and operating funding levels. 






